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C H ILDREN’S 

C U RI OS IT Y  A N D 
C REATIVIT Y

PA E D D R . E VA  L A N G E



WHAT IS CURIOSITY?

A strong desire to know about something.



WHAT IS CREATIVITY?

The ability to use skill and imagination to 

produce something new or to produce art.



WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF 
NEW IDEAS



READING



READING

1. What is a hurricane?

a big storm

2. When are there hurricanes?              

summer and autumn

3. How is the centre of a hurricane called?

an eye

4. What is in the sea during the hurricane?

big waves



WRITING



WRITING



GRAMMAR

1. Mark all the plural nouns.

2. Write down all the questions.

3. Circle green – indefinite articles, orange – definite articles.

4. Write down all the adjectives.

5. Write down all the nouns.



LISTENING



LISTENING
1. What kind of movie is it?

a) comedy b) horror c) cartoon

2. The director of the movie asks for……… 

weather

a) rainy and stormy b) windy and sunny 

c) hot and stormy

3. Stormy weather is…..

a) funny b) boring c) scary

4. Who doesn´t like horror films?

a) Sophie b) Oliver    c) John

5. Who is scared of a monster?

a) Sophie    b) Oliver  c) John



LISTENING



SPEAKING



POSTER MAKING



PICTURE DRAWING



ENCOURAGING CURIOSITY IN 
THE CLASSROOM

- Shared discovery gives the greatest pleasure.

- The attention, smile and shared joy the teacher shows will provide a 

powerful reward to the child.

- Dealing with disappointments.

Encourage positive exploration with your 

attentiveness. 



ENCOURAGING CURIOSITY IN 
THE CLASSROOM

- Anxiety impedes learning.

- Positive feedback.

- The extra time, attention, and patience.

- They use all their available senses and their catalogue of observations

to try to figure out the world.



THANK 
YOU

evka.lange@gmail.com 

metodik@venturesbooks.com


